
Abstrat
We investigated experimentally and theoretially the energy loss and angular dis-persion of light ions transmitted through very thin �lms (∼ 20 nm) of C, Cu and Agin the very low energy range (E < 25 keV/u). Using self-supported foils of amorphousarbon, and opper and silver polyrystals, we studied the veloity dependene of theenergy loss of protons, deuterons and H+

2 and D+
2 moleules transmitted in the forwarddiretion. By means of energy spetra measurements for di�erent exit angles we ob-tained angular-energy distributions, from whih the multiple sattering distributionsand the variation of the energy loss with the projetiles exit angle were analysed.The obtained results for the veloity dependene of the inelasti energy loss showthe absene of isotopi and moleular e�ets. The energy loss of light projetiles in ar-bon targets is proportional to the veloity in the low energy range, in agreement withthe theoretial preditions for the stopping power of slow ions by an eletron gas. Inthe ase of the transition metals that were investigated, opper and silver, the preseneof both free (ondution band) and nearly-free (type �d�) eletrons gives rise to twodi�erent eletroni stopping power behaviours. At very low veloities, the energy loss isonly produed by the ondution eletrons ontribution. The nearly-free eletrons onlyontribute to the stopping power for veloities greater than a ertain riti veloity.This results in the so-alled threshold e�et for the exitation of nearly-free eletrons,that is observed as a deviation from the proportionality of the eletroni energy losswith the veloity. In this work we present the �rst experimental observation of the exis-tene of both energy loss regimes for hydrogeni projetiles in opper and silver targets.We measured the angular distributions for H+ and D+ of 4, 6 and 9 keV in arbon,opper and silver targets, and the data were ompared with a multiple sattering for-malism that uses the redued variables approah. For the amorphous arbon target, agood agreement was found when using the interatomi potentials of Molière, Ziegler-Biersak-Littmark and Lenz-Jensen. In the ase of the polyrystalline opper and silver�lms, the results are better represented by using the power-law potential V (r) ∝ r−2.8.The experimental data obtained for the angular dependene of the energy loss (i.e. thexxi



xxii Abstratvariation of the ions energy loss as a funtion of the exit angle, after being transmittedthrough a thin �lm) are well desribed by a theoretial model that has been previouslydeveloped in this group.We also determined the energy loss of Be, B, C and O ions in a wide energy range(50 . E . 1500 keV/u) on Zn targets, using the Rutherford baksattering tehnique.These results were analysed with a theoretial formalism that ombines two omple-mentary shemes for the desription of the ontributions to the energy loss of thevalene and bound eletrons. The in�uene of linear and non-linear e�ets in the exi-tation of target eletrons was investigated, ahieving a good desription of the energyloss in a wide veloities range, that inludes the maximum of the stopping power urve.Finally, we studied a theoretial (non-perturbative) formalism of the semilassialphase shifts for the desription of the energy loss of light and intermediate ions. Themodel results were evaluated for a series of light projetiles (Z1 = 1 − 8) in zin andarbon targets, omparing them with the experimental data obtained in this work andwith others available in the literature.
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